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INCISIVE INVESTOR

WEEK IN REVIEW
S&P 500, NASDAQ CLOSE AT 5-MONTH HIGH

Review  of  t he week ended March 15, 2019

- UK expect s t o ask  for  Brexit  delay
- China perceives concret e t rade progress
- More China st im ulus probable
- US inf lat ion rem ains in check
- US ret ail sales recover
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U.S. stocks closed higher Friday, with the 
S&P 500 and the Nasdaq finishing at 
five-month highs, as market sentiment was 
buoyed by encouraging headlines on 
U.S.-China trade negotiations and Chinese 
assurances of forthcoming economic 
stimulus.

The S&P 500 index SPX climbed 14 points, 
or 0.5%, to 2,822.48 and the Nasdaq 
Composite Index COMP advanced 57.62 
points, 0.8%, to 7,688.53. The Dow Jones 
Industrial Average DJIA gained 138.93 
points, or 0.5%, to 25,848.87.

For the week, the Dow rose 1.6%, its best 
since Feb. 15 and the Nasdaq rallied 3.8%, 
the tech-centric index?s strongest since Dec. 
28, while the S&P 500 added 2.9% for its 
biggest weekly gain since Nov. 30, according 
to FactSet data.
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No-deal Brexit  reject ed

The British Parliament attempted a series of 
votes this week to clear a path toward Brexit, 
which is scheduled to happen on March 29, 
though how and when the United Kingdom's 
withdrawal from the European Union will 
happen remains uncertain. Lawmakers 
rejected Prime Minister Theresa May's 
proposed withdrawal agreement for a second 
time, though the margin of defeat was 
somewhat narrower this time. Parliament then 
voted against leaving the EU without a deal 
under any circumstances, at any time. Finally, 
a large majority voted to allow a short delay in 
the Brexit process, though any delay would 
require the unanimous approval of the 27 
other members of the EU. May is expected to 
seek a third vote on the withdrawal 
agreement, perhaps on Tuesday, ahead of a 

European summit late in the week. The prime 
minister is said to be prepared to argue to 
euroskeptic legislators that if her deal is not 
approved, Brexit will face a lengthy delay that 
would demand UK participation in upcoming 
elections for the European Parliament, a body 
the UK is trying to quit.

US-China t rade sum m it  dat e m ay cont inue 
int o Apr i l

US president Donald Trump accepted this 
week that China would likely prefer to settle a 
trade agreement in advance of any meeting 
between Trump and China's Xi Jinping after 
the failure to reach an agreement at the 
US-North Korea summit last month in Hanoi. 
China is said to be afraid that Trump could 
walk away from a deal if there are still 
unresolved issues when the leaders meet. The 
US president said he's open to either finalizing 
a deal in advance of Xi's visit or discussing 
some final points in person with him. Chinese 
state media reported on Friday that the two 
countries have made concrete progress on the 
text of the agreement.
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China says it  has abil i t y t o suppor t  
econom y

At the end of the annual National People's 
Congress, Premier Li Keqiang said that China 
has the capacity to reduce reserve 
requirements and interest rates in order to 
support economic growth. The country has 
been undertaking targeted forms of stimulus 
in recent months, but so far has abstained 
from the large-scale stimulus efforts it has 
carried out in the past as it tries to bridle in 
the control.

January US ret ail sales up but  revised 
Decem ber  sales down

US retail sales increased 0.2% month over 
month in January ?  driven by an increase in 
purchases of building materials and optional 

spending ?  but could not fully recover the 
loss seen in December. December 's data were 
revised lower, showing a 1.6% decline in sales. 
Despite the recent slower rate of growth in 
retail sales when taking December and 
January data together, the Bloomberg 
consensus forecast for US consumer spending 
is still expected to remain relatively healthy at 
2.7% year over year. Tax cuts, wage growth 
and positive nonfarm payroll growth are all 
supportive of the healthy consumer narrative.

Lower  US CPI conf irm s Fed's posit ion

Consumer prices rose 1.5% in February 
compared with the same month a year ago, 
falling from January's 1.6% pace. Core 
inflation, which eliminates food and energy 
prices, fell to 2.1% from 2.2% the prior month.  
Also, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York's 
Survey of Consumer Expectations reported a 
decline ?  from 3.0% in January to 2.8% in 
February ?  in inflation expectations held by 
the public for both the one- and three-year 
time horizons. Slowing growth and falling 
inflation are giving the Fed plenty of cause to 
remain on the monetary sidelines over the 
near term.
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Product ion recovers in Eurozone

Eurozone industrial production rose a 
stronger-than-expected 1.4% month over 
month in January. Manufacturing activity tends 
to be more sensitive to the economic cycle 
than output from services. Those countries 

reporting improvements in activity include 
Spain, the Netherlands, Italy and France while 
Germany continued to display weakness 
(-0.8%). This week, the influential Ifo Institute 
lowered its 2019 German economic growth 
forecast to just 0.6% from 1.1% on weaker 
foreign demand for industrial goods.

Shares of Facebook Inc. FB fell 2.5% after the 
social media firm said that two senior 
executives were leaving the company.

Amazon Inc. AMZN stock rose 1.6% after 
KeyBanc Capital raised its rating on the stock 
to overweight.

Shares of Boeing Inc. BA gained 1.5% 
following reports that it would push out a 

software update that could mitigate issues 
that led to the grounding of its 737 8 Max 
planes in the U.S. and abroad.

Bioscrip Inc. BIOS shares sank 20% after the 
company announced a deal to merge with 
privately held Option Care Enterprises Inc.

Shares of Ulta Beauty Inc. ULTA rallied 8.3% 
after the beauty-products retailer reported 
fiscal fourth quarter results late Thursday 
that surpassed expectations, while showing 
an increase in online sales.
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THE WEEK AHEAD

 Here are five strategies for managing your student debt.

                                                                                                                   -Randall Fielder 
                                                              (713-955-3555, randall@park10financial.com)

STRATEGIES FOR MANAGING STUDENT LOAN DEBT

http://www.park10financial.com/resource-center/money/budget-check-up-tax-time-is-the-right-time
http://www.park10financial.com/resource-center/money/strategies-for-managing-student-loan-debt
http://www.park10financial.com/resource-center/money/strategies-for-managing-student-loan-debt
http://www.park10financial.com/resource-center/money/strategies-for-managing-student-loan-debt

